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Temporal Patterns of Photon Emissions Can
Be Stored and Retrieved Several Days Later
From the “Same Space”:
Experimental and Quantitative Evidence
Michael A. Persinger and Blake T. Dotta
Abstract
Photomultiplier tube measurements during simultaneous productions of nonlocal+
local photon emissions showed conspicuous doubling of the durations of the photon
spikes from hydrogen peroxide‐hypochlorite reactions if both loci were exposed to
the same configurations of changing angular velocities of circular magnetic fields.
Different experimentally manipulated temporal patterns of the photon emissions
were evident as “spontaneous” spikes within 3 to 5 days after the actual injections
when the same magnetic field configuration was present but no injections occurred.
These results suggest that temporal patterns of entangled photon emissions were
“stored” within space‐time and could be retrieved long after the events had been
generated.
Key Words: entanglement, photon emissions, information storage, retrieval, space‐
time
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Introduction1
The operation of non-locality (Stapp, 2009)
is assumed if there is excess correlation of
events between two spatial loci without the
involvement of a classic mediating factor
such as a propagating force or field (Dotta et
al., 2009; Persinger et al., 2008a, b). Excess
correlation, or entanglement (Arnesen et al.,
2001), may be directly involved with
quantum
information
processing
or
representation. Information storage and
retrieval through the manipulation of
differences in quantum phase of two levels of
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the superposition (Aczel, 2002) that define
entanglement has been reported (Ahn et al.,
2000).
One interpretation of Minkowski
space-time, or the classic relationship
√(x2+y2+z2-c2t2) where x, y, and z represent
the three space dimensions and c and t
reflect the velocity of light and the inverse of
frequency, respectively, is that information
that was present in a space is still present
long after the stimulus event has ceased in
local time and could be retrieved. Space and
time, which have been assumed to converge
at spatial resolutions in the order of 10-18 m
and below the resolution of protons and
electrons (10-15 m), is assumed to be real and
applicable to any exact formulation of
quantum mechanics (El Naschie, 2004).
Whether or not one employs the
mathematical construction of Hilbert space
or Minkowski space, information from a
www.neuroquantology.com
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previou
us time sh
hould still be accesssible
within that
t
locus. Stated alterrnatively sp
pace,
itself, co
ould have a representa
ation of eveents,
that is, memories.
m
In some forms of spatiotemp
poral
communication with
w
synchrronized cha
aotic
carrier waveformss in opticc systems, the
digital informatio
on (the message)
m
to
o be
encoded
d determin
nes the output
o
of the
nonlineear transm
mitter. As a result the
informa
ation and carrier
c
beco
ome integrrated
in a no
ontrivial prrocess (Garrcia-Ojalvo and
Roy, 20
001). This output
o
wheen re-integrrated
with the
t
locus of the transmittter’s
converg
gence (thee receiverr) allows for
recoveryy of the orig
ginal signall when both
h the
transmiitter and receiver aree synchroniized.
The pro
ocess descriibed by Garrcia-Ojalvo and
Roy in
nvolved tw
wo optical ring cavvities
coupled
d by a light beam extracted from one
ring (th
he transmittter) and “inj
njected” into
o the
other.
D
During
experiments
with
nonloca
al+local (sim
multaneouss) generatio
on of
and
singlet
molecu
ular
oxygen
uminescent reactions from
f
injecttions
chemilu
of hydro
ogen peroxiide into sep
parate soluttions
of liqu
uid hypoch
hlorite ho
oused in two
location
ns (Dotta and
a
Persin
nger, 2012)) we
found a reliable widening of th
he photon spike
s
comparred to a sin
ngle local in
njection if both
b
location
ns shared
d the sa
ame angularly
accelera
ating and deecelerating magnetic fiields
that ro
otated with
hin a circcular arrayy of
solenoid
ds (see Figu
ure 1).

Figure 1. Photon spikess generated byy local injectio
ons of
hydrogen peroxide or the
t
widening (“doubling”) of
o the
w
when
non‐lo
ocal+local
injjections
occcurred
spike
simultaneo
ously when both
b
locations shared the same
changing angular
a
velocityy circular magnetic fields.
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Althoug
gh this eexcess corrrelation
betw
ween the ph
hoton emisssions from two loci
imm
mersed in changing angular velocity
mag
gnetic fieldss within tw
wo circular arrays
a
of
soleenoids wa
as robust (equivallent to
corrrelations off between 0.7 and 0.8)
0
and
qualitatively conspicuous
c
s, we foun
nd that
duriing subseequent daays, even before
injeections of H2O2, ph
hoton spikees with
com
mparable
energies
“spontan
neously”
appeared. Heree we presen
nt perhaps the first
evid
dence that temporal p
patterns off photon
emiissions are stored, ass inferred by
b their
retrrieval, in thee space with
hin which they
t
had
been
n generated
d for at leastt three to fiv
ve days.
Our sta
andard operrating proceedure to
prod
duce entan
nglement w
was derived from a
series of system
matic experiiments with
h human
subjjects (Persinger et al., 2010) and
mellanoma cells (Dotta et al., 2011a) that we
have examined
d over the last ten years. The
mettaphoric asssumption iss that if two loci of
chem
mical reacttions, which
h could bee human
braiins or collecctions of cells in culturre, share
the same com
mplex magn
netic fields in two
diffeerent loci with
w
intensities of abo
out 1 µT
bein
ng generateed within circular arrrays of
soleenoids at varying
v
ang
gular velociities but
conttaining phase-shifting
g componeents, the
conditions are satisfied to
o produce th
he same
spacce. In otherr words thee two loci seeparated
by distance become the same spa
ace. The
concept is congruent
c
with Sheeldrake’s
09) morpho
ogenic field theory.
(200
Althoug
gh stimulatiion of the brains
b
of
hum
man subjectts or cell cultures (Perssinger et
al., 2010; Dottta et al., 2011a, b) in one locus
with
h light flash
hes resulted
d in the inccrease of
pho
otons emisssions (as measured
d by a
pho
otomultiplieer tube, PM
MT) from th
he brains
of other hum
man subjeccts or oth
her cell
c
culttures in the dark quite reliably, a chemical
reacction that did not involve complex
conttributions from other processses was
considered mo
ore optimaal. We fou
und that
serial injection
ns of 0.1 cc from a 1 ccc syringe
of hydrogen peroxide through 1 m of
intrramedic tub
bing into a d
dish of 6 cc of liquid
sodiium hypoch
hlorite posittioned direcctly over
the aperture off a photomu
ultiplier tub
be (both
coveered with several layerrs of cloth within
w
a
dark
k room) produced
d a clea
ar and
conspicuous sp
pike in photton emission
n.
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Methods and Results
Our standard protocol (Dotta and Persinger,
2012), once the dual magnetic fields had
been initiated, was to inject 0.1 cc into the
dish over the PMT (local injection) every odd
minute and 0.1 cc into the dish over the PMT
and 0.1 cc into the dish in the other room
simultaneously (nonlocal+local) every even
minute for about 18 min.
When both experimenters each
simultaneously injected 0.1 cc of hydrogen
peroxide into two separate dishes, one over
the PMT (local) and one in a Faraday cageacoustic chamber 10 m away (nonlocal, the
duration of the photon spike doubled (Figure
1) as if twice as much peroxide had been
injected in the local dish. This was verified
by actually injecting locally into the dish over
the PMT 0.2 cc of hydrogen peroxide. This
widening did not occur if the two
experimenters did not inject the reactant
simultaneously. It also did not occur unless a
very specific series of angular accelerations
were presented.
The very specific exposure order was
required to produce this “doubling” of the
photon emission. Both dishes were exposed
optimally for 6 minutes to a rotating
magnetic field with an angular acceleration
containing a decreasing phase modulating
pattern (or a “decreasing phase velocity”)
during which time the duration of the
photon spikes for the local and the
nonlocal+local injections did not differ
significantly, i.e., no excess correlation.
However when both dishes were then
exposed for and additional 12 to 14 minutes
to a rotating magnetic field with decreasing
angular acceleration but increasing phasemodulated field pattern (“increasing phase
velocity”), the double photon effect emerged
conspicuously. The duration of the widening
of the photon emission after the initiation of
the second field configuration was about 8
minutes after which the phenomenon ceased
and any further nonlocal+local injections
produced durations of photon emissions that
did not differ from local single injections.
To be consistent with potential
applications to the implications of the
photon not being massless (Tu et al., 2005),
we designated the movement of the field
around the circular array as the group
velocity and the display of the complex
ISSN 1303 5150
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pattern being carried by that sequence as the
phase velocity. For the experiments
presented here the accelerating group
velocity was created by removing 2 msec
from the generation of the magnetic pattern
(counterclockwise direction from the top) at
each of the 8 successive solenoids that
comprised the circular array from an initial
duration at solenoid 1 of 20 msec (Persinger
et al., 2008b).
Consequently the durations of the
field at each successive solenoid changed
from 20 ms to 6 ms (8th solenoid) before it
shifted back to 20 ms (1st solenoid),
continuously. The field pattern contained
within this rotation had a “phase velocity”
that was created by a decreasing frequencymodulated field (Figure 2A) that was
generated by computer software from a
series of numbers between 0 and 256
(transformed to -5 V to +5 V). The duration
of each number (and hence voltage) was 1
ms.

Figure 2. The two temporal patterns that composed the
changing “phase velocity” fields that were rotated within
the circular array of solenoids within which the
chemiluminescence reactions were stimulated. The pattern
on the left (“Thomas”) is a decreasing phase velocity while
the pattern on the right (“BurstX”) is an accelerating phase
velocity. The labels refer to names employed in various
publications and their selection was based upon efficacy
from previous research.

The decelerating group velocity field,
which began after the 6 min of the
accelerating group velocity field, started with
the same duration of field generation at the
first solenoid but then 2 ms was added (i.e.,
20 ms to 34 ms) from each successive site
around the circular array; the field being
phase modulated was an increasing
frequency modulated field (Figure 2B).
These particular wave patterns were also
selected because of their efficacy for altering
affective experiences for human subjects
(Richards et al., 1993) and noiceptive
thresholds in rodents (Martin et al., 2004).
Each experiment involved 8 single
(local) injections of 0.1 cc of reactant and 8
www.neuroquantology.com
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double (nonlocal+local) injecctions of 0.1 cc.
The injjections occcurred oncce per minute
with the single injjections eveery odd minute
nute.
and thee double injjection everry even min
After ab
bout a half dozen
d
of theese experim
ments
over th
he same numbers of
o days (eeach
experim
ment with frresh solutio
ons) we deccided
to crea
ate the sam
me conditio
ons with fresh
f
solution
ns and thee first com
mponent off the
magnetic field acttivated butt to not in
nject
ng in order to exam any
a
backgro
ound
anythin
fluctuattions in pho
oton emissio
on.

Figure 3. The
T typical background photo
on emission (1 unit
u is
~5 x 10‐11 W/m2) record
ded by the PMTT (vertical axis) as a
function of
o time. The laarge spike (asterisk) is the photon
emission from
f
a local injeection of 0.1 cc.

Figure 4. The
T occurrencee of spontaneo
ous spikes of photon
emission on
o a day when no injectionss occurred alth
hough
multiple photon
p
spikes had been evoked the previous days.

I
Instead
of the expeccted (Figuree 3)
backgro
ound of photon emisssion (about 5 x
10-11 W/m
W 2), th
here weree qualitatiively
conspiccuous photo
on spikes (Figure
(
4) with
duration
ns between
n 1.5 and 2.5
2 s and with
similar amplitudees to thosee produced
d by
actual injection of 0.1 ccc of hydro
ogen
peroxid
de. This dense
d
seriies of sp
pikes
occurred for aboutt 30 min before they beegan
ISSN 1303 5150
5
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a
A simple sum
m of the num
mbers of
to attenuate.
spik
kes and the
t
area u
under the curves
indiicated thatt this coulld not be due to
indiirect leakin
ng of the syringe. Th
he total
num
mbers of sp
pikes far excceeded the amount
of reactant con
ntained with
hin the 1 ccc syringe
d tubing.
and

Figurre 5. The occcurrence of sp
pontaneous sp
pikes every
appro
oximately 60 s when there weere no actual injections on
the day
d following actual
a
injections in the same space. The
asterrisks refer to ph
hoton emissionss from actual in
njections of
hydro
ogen peroxide.

Figurre 6. The patttern of spikee emissions frrom actual
injecttions of hydroggen peroxide in
nto the hypochlorite once
everyy 60 s (comparee to Figure 5).

We recreated th
he conditio
ons the
follo
owing day and ran th
he PMT; however,
h
therre were no
o spikes. A
Assuming that
t
the
effect was anallogous to qu
uantum meemory or
storrage where once
o
the infformation has
h been
read
d it is erased, the pro
ocess was repeated
r
afteer another tw
wo days of testing (ab
bout 16 x
2 inj
njections) wiith injection
ns separated
d by one
min
n. The experrimental co
onditions were then
recrreated, inclluding the activation
n of the
www.neuroquan
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field, but no peroxide was injected. This was
called the retrieval or “read out” condition.
Once again spontaneous spikes were evident
for about 20 or 30 min before they
dissipated.
As shown in Figure 5, the most
conspicuous feature of the spontaneous
spikes is that they occurred approximately
every 1 min, which was equivalent to the
temporal pattern of the actual injections
during the previous days. Figure 6 shows the
pattern of photon emissions from actual
injections of reactant every 60 s the previous
day. The mean (standard deviation in
parentheses) for the interspike period during
the retrieval day was 64.1 (9.2) s, which was
remarkable similar to the actual one minute
intervals on the days of the injections. If
these spikes were related to random
diffusion from the tubing, one would not
expect the fixed periodicity. However one
could argue that the 1 min interval was
incidentally related to a fixed diffusion rate
from the tubing.

Figure 7. The occurrence of spontaneous photon spikes
every approximately 30 s when there were no injections
two days after actual injections of hydrogen peroxide in the
same space.

To differentiate the two explanations
for the spontaneous spikes we completed
three experiments where the local and
nonlocal+local injections did not occur every
minute but every 30 s. The double photon
effect was still evident during only the
nonlocal+local injections during the usual 9
to 16 minute period of the second component
of magnetic field configuration. During the
following day when the retrieval procedure
was initiated spontaneous spikes emerged
once the first field was activated. However
the interspike time averaged 30 sec (Figure
ISSN 1303 5150
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7) which was similar to the actual time
interval of the original hydrogen peroxideevoked photon emissions the previous day.
The
mean
(standard
deviation
in
parentheses) for the interspike intervals was
34.5 (7.5) s.
As an additional test, which
approached the limits of injection rates and
recovery, the local and nonlocal+local
injections were completed every 15 s towards
the end of the first magnetic field component
and the middle of the second field
component. In order to maintain the number
of injections this meant that the 6 injections
during the first phase and 8 to 10 injections
of the second phase were clustered within a
brief time with no additional injections. The
double photon effect was noted during the
second phase as expected. The next day
when the retrieval procedure was initiated
the spontaneous photon spikes occurred
with a mean interspike interval of 15.1 (4.1) s.
In some experiments we controlled
the duration, i.e., numbers of days, between
the injections of the reactant to produce the
photon spikes and the time to test the
retrieval of the “spontaneous” photonic spike
temporal patterns. The most reliable effects
for a total of 8 experiments occurred if the
duration between the stimulus or input
phase and the retrieval or “downloading”
phase was less than 3 or 5 days.
In separate experiments (Dotta and
Persinger, 2012) we manipulated the
parameters of the changing angular velocity
circular magnetic fields. All of the other
combinations of the components of the
standard order of presentation: accelerating
angular group velocity with decreasing phase
modulation followed by decelerating angular
group velocity with increasing phase
modulation did not produce the effect.
Presentation of either one of these two
conditions only did not produce the double
photon effect. Presentation of the usual of
order of angular group velocities but a fixed
phase modulation also did not generate the
double photon effect.
Discussion
The results of these experiments suggest that
temporal patterns of photon emissions can
be retrieved from space which has been
entangled by a specific temporal sequence of
www.neuroquantology.com
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circularly accelerating and decelerating
magnetic fields containing opposite “phase
velocities”. This is an important observation
if photons display the nonzero rest mass, in
the order of ~10-52 kg, as reported by Tu et al
(2005). The consequence of a finite photon
mass is the creation of dispersions of light or
dissociation between phase and group
velocities. Dispersion and interference from
different phases are involved with optical
holograms (Ahn et al., 2000) where
information is stored as phases. Holographic
information can be reconstructed when the
original conditions associated with the
“storage” are recreated in a specific and
precise manner.
In the present experiment the reexposure of the same space to the same
configuration of magnetic fields that had
produced the entanglement, might be
considered
analogous
to
chaotic
synchronization between the space-time of
the transmitter (the magnetic field on the
day of the injections) and the receiver (the
magnetic field reactivation on the day of the
spontaneous spikes). In Garcia-Ojalvo and
Roy’s (2001) system based upon nonlinear
optical ring cavities (rather than phasemodulating time varying magnetic fields in
this study) spatial temporal chaos was a
central operator to allow “message” recovery
through chaotic synchronization between the
transmitter and receiver.
“Where” the information, defined
here as fixed temporal patterns of photon
emissions, is “stored” may be less important
than “when-where” in space-time it is
represented and the boundaries of this
representation. If we assume the dispersion
of light within the visible to GHz range as the
relative difference of velocity (∆c/c) to be in
the order of 10-7 (Tu et al., 2005) the
temporal distortion according the Lorenz
classical ∆t=t/√(1-(v2/c2) would be about 103
s per 1 reference second. Because the peak of
the duration of the double photon effect
(Dotta and Persinger, 2011a) was about 5
min (300 s) this means the cumulative
duration would be 3.0 x 105 s or about 3
days, although the pattern should be
discernable (given the 8 min of the “double
photon” phenomena) as long as about 5
days. A similar estimation has been
suggested by Dotta and Persinger (2009).
ISSN 1303 5150
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If the mass equivalence of ~10-43 kg
calculated by Tuo et al., (2005) is applied for
the visible wavelengths of electromagnetic
fields, the energy transform would be ~10-26
J. With about 1014 photons emitted per 0.1 cc
of injected reactant (assuming 1% to 10%
quantum efficiency) the summed energy per
spike (for a quantum of 10-26 J) would be
~10-12 J. This is within the same order of
magnitude of the energy outputs of our
spikes when the duration is integrated with
the peak amplitude and the sampling time of
the computer is accommodated. Obviously
this is not an exact value but a value derived
from estimated quantities.
The quantum values of photons
emitted during the direct injection of
reactant and the spontaneous emission of
photons is also with the range expected for
the mass of the exotic transfinite particle or
solitonic extended particle that exits as a
quantum gravity event within Hilbert space
(El Naschie, 2004). By applying the
gravitational
instanton
formula
for
determining the mass equivalent of exotic
particles the mass equivalent of the particle
was calculated to be ~1.8 MeV or under
standard unit conditions about 2.9 x 10-13 J.
This is within the range of the photon energy
generated by the chemical reactions but even
closer to the averaged attenuated peaks
observed during the “retrieval” process.
There has been a long and rich
history in many cultures of re-experiences of
“perceptions” of past events as if they were
being “replayed”. About 10% of phenomena
classified as “haunt apparitions” or
“retrocognitions” have been compared to a
short sequence of a film that is replayed
(Persinger, 1974). A single event is brief, in
the order of 10s of seconds, but can occur in
temporal clusters followed by periods of no
occurrences.
In unpublished research many years
ago the first author had shown the global
geomagnetic activity was remarkably similar
on the days that specific “retrocognitions” of
stereotyped historical events in a particular
locality occurred compared to randomly
selected days in which no experiences had
been reported. The hologram model (Bentov,
1977) suggested that if a distinct pattern of
geomagnetic activity had occurred during a
physiologically traumatic event (such as
www.neuroquantology.com
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death or crisis) associated with maximum
steady potential (d.c.) shifts as well as
extreme
or
“infrequent”
electroencephalographic configurations in
cerebral activity, interference patterns would
be produced. Later reoccurrence of the same
or similar pattern of geomagnetic activity
could reconstitute the “image” in the same
place.
In the classic formation of the
holographic image a homogeneous column
of light is split and one component (the
working beam) passes around a three
dimensional object before it reaches the
photographic plate or recording medium.
The second reference beam converges onto
the same area of the plate. The
recombination of the two beams produces
interference patterns that are then
represented (stored) in the medium. Later
application of the reference beam only
through the plate or the “storing medium”
elicits the three dimensional image of the
original object.
Like the polarity of general
electromagnetic fields removing parts of the
plate or medium that contain interference
patterns does not fragment the image.
Instead the image becomes weaker in a
manner similar to sectioning a bar magnet at
the midline. The two smaller magnets still
display a N and S pole, except that the
intensity is less. In other words although the
acuity or brightness of the image is less the
intrinsic spatial and temporal patterns that
compose the information and the image
remain.
In the original unpublished model the
unique geomagnetic activity in the area of an
extremely physiologically distressed human
being was considered the working beam
while the reference beam was the
geomagnetic field around this person. The
limiting steps at that time for this model had
been the requirement for a functional
relationship between geomagnetic intensity
and light emission and the “medium” or
equivalent of the photographic plate.
Previous candidates for the latter had been
the quartz crystals within adjacent bedrock
or the sand of the mortar or cement that
composed the walls of dwellings, the
“memory” of patterns with local aggregates
of water molecules, or the cellulose within
ISSN 1303 5150
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dense plants such as trees. These materials
contain the degrees of freedom and specific
molecular
structure
to
maintain
electromagnetic patterns.
The results of the present study
suggest that space itself may maintain the
information in a type of “electromagnetic,
state-dependent”
manner
such
that
recreation of the electromagnetic condition
that occurred when the initial light patterns
were being emitted would reconfigure the
same or similar pattern of light emissions.
This association would also require a
functional relationship between the intensity
or power density of incident photons and
geomagnetic intensity.
In the laboratory we have observed a
consistent inverse relationship between
background photon emissions from the
ambient environment (about 5 x 10-11 W/m2)
around the PMT sensor and the intensity of
the local geomagnetic field as measured by a
magnetometer. For comparison the power
density for cosmic ray incidence and release
of natural radioactivity of the ground have
almost identical values of ~10-13 W/m2 or
about 0.1 roentgen per year (Koenig et al.,
1981). In general for every 10 nT decrease in
the local geomagnetic field adjacent to the
PMT, there is ~10-11 W/m2 increase in
photon emission energies.
The human body is a semiconductor
whose presence modifies the local
geomagnetic field. The 1.5 kg mass of the
human brain, as a function of its activity, can
modify the intensities within the 10 nT
range. The geomagnetic field around the
brain of Sean Harribance decreased up to 1
m away during periods when, associated
with his intense mystical and visual imagery,
there was increased photon emission from
his right hemisphere while he sat in the dark.
The energies within the volume of that
geomagnetic field that was modified around
his head and the total photon emissions were
equivalent, about 10-11 J/s (Hunter et al.,
2010). More recently an experienced
meditator, engaging in intense mystical
imagery also displayed at about 20 cm from
the right side of her head the inverse
relationship between photon emission and
intensity changes in the geomagnetic field.
The slope of the relationship indicated that
for every 10 nT decrease in the intensity of
www.neuroquantology.com
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the geomagnetic field adjacent to her head
there had been an increase of about 0.5x10-11
W/m2 in photon emissions (Saroka et al.,
2011).
It is not clear whether or not the
information is stored within the geomagnetic
field, the space it occupies or as some yet to
be
described
interaction
between
geomagnetic energy and space. If space itself
stores the information extracted from
temporal patterns of light emission that can
be retrieved, in a manner similar to our
experimental demonstration, then one would
expect a scaled increase in energy if larger
spaces than the cell culture dishes containing
the source of light emission employed here
were involved. At the spatial level of the
mass and space of a person, the total output
could be discernable visually.
The human body, when time is
ignored, is a three dimensional mass through
which geomagnetic fields penetrate. Cells
that are in a state of disequilibrium (such as
when they are dying) display continuous
photon emissions of at least ~10-19 J/s (Dotta
et al., 2011c). With approximately 1013 (10
trillion) cells of the body each generating this
quantum a continuous output of at least 10-6

ISSN 1303 5150
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J/s of photons would occur as the
geomagnetic field penetrated the body. For
comparison the total energy “storage” within
the magnetic field (with the intensity of the
earth) for a volume of the approximate mass
of a human being immersed within that field
would be (25 x 10-10 T2/~25 x 10-6 N/A2)·5 x
10-2 m2, or, about 5 x 10-6 J.
If the pattern of output, which would
reflect the spatial organization of the tissue
from which the photons were generated (the
body) was stored within the geomagnetic
space, as we posited as the explanation for
our
experimental
observations,
then
subsequent activation of this space by a
similar geomagnetic pattern would “retrieve”
the original temporal pattern of photon
emissions. It may be relevant that 10-6 J/s, if
distributed over a square meter would be
within the range of the intensity on a
moonless clear night and would be quite
discernable by the dark-adapted eye and
recordable with specialized cameras. The
dark adapted human eye through rod vision
displays a threshold of about 10-17 J and this
threshold can be altered by experimental
attenuations of the earth’s static magnetic
field (Thoss, 2007).
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